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Bellissimo
Door entry colour video telephone

The contemporary and stylish bellissimo  

video telephone has a slim and curvaceous 

most modern wall furnishings and is now  

the preferred choice of many new build 

property developers. With a fresh modern  

look the video telephone has soft silicone 

backlit buttons.

The bellissimo model BS video telephone is manufactured  

in white high-impact ABS plastic for high durability and  

has a 3.5” LCD colour display providing a high quality picture.

The video telephone includes contrast and ringer volume 

controls and ‘privacy of speech’ on all systems.

These telephones operate over long distances with a single 

CAT5 cable and have removable terminal blocks for ease of 

connection.

The model BS-DESK is available for table-top mounting. The 

and has a captive cable with plug-in connector for the supplied 

wall mounting socket.

The model BS video telephone can be connected to further 

model BS video telephones for extension purposes. Alternatively, 

a model XL5-BS audio telephone can be considered. In addition, 

can also be used as extensions.

Model XL5-BS Audio phone 

Model BS-DESK

View

telephone is ringing. The telephone will 

normally display the picture from the

panel camera unless the auto-picture option 

has been disabled. When disabled the 

or lift the handset for the display to appear.

Private

To avoid disturbance the resident can push 

this button to mute the ringing tone and the 

button will illuminate in red. The telephone 

will revert to normal operating mode after a 

Door

A momentary press of this button will provide 

a timed output to the lock release (adjustable 

at the panel controller, typically 3 seconds). 

that the door may be released and will be lit 

permanently if the door has been left in an 

open state (door contact required).
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